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QLD - HEAD OFFICE
Decina Bathroomware Pty Ltd
99 Cobalt Street
CAROLE PARK  QLD  4300

T:  (07) 3271 1944

F:  (07) 3879 4244

NSW/ACT
Decina Bathroomware Pty Ltd
8/17 Stanton Road
SEVEN HILLS  NSW  2147

T:  (02) 9838 4944

F:  (02) 9838 9055

VIC
Decina Bathroomware Pty Ltd
36-40 Villas Road
Dandenong South  VIC  3175

T:  (03) 9768 3768

F:  (03) 9768 3769

WA/NT
Decina Bathroomware Pty Ltd
3/44 Hutton Street
Osborne Park  WA  6017

T:  (08) 9242 4766

F:  (08) 9242 4733

SA
Decina Bathroomware Pty Ltd
109B Morphett Road
Camden Park  SA  5038

T:  (08) 8376 6233

F:  (08) 8376 6211

TAS
P. D. Trading
4/46 Mornington Road
Hobart  TAS  7018

T:  (03) 6245 9008

F:  (03) 6245 9002

NTH QLD
N.B. Agencies
56 Leigh Street
West End Townsville  QLD  4810

T:  (07) 4771 3400

F:  (07) 4771 4955

Website:  www.decina.com.au



SKIRT REMOVAL

1.  Begin at the skirt gap 2.  Pull edge towards you to
     separate.

3.  Gradually work your way
     anti-clockwise, peeling off the
     skirt.

BATH/SPA BATH INSTALLATION

1.  Fit waste and prepare the
     waste plumbing.  If using
     an offset connector, 
     Decina recommend a
     through connector.

2.  Place bath in its final
     position for height
     adjustment.  Please note that
     the bath weighs 100kgs and
     the spa weighs 125kgs,
     so adequate provisions for
     safe lifting must be made.

3.  For the neatest
     appearance, height from
     the floor to the underside
     of the rim should be
     between 535mm and
     538mm.  This height may
     be more, but the result
     will be a larger gap
     between the skirt and the
     floor.

4.  Adjust the four support
     feet to achieve the correct
     height.

5.  Adjust the two holding
     feet to match the correct
     height and align in a
     convenient location for
     drilling.

6.  Fix to the floor with
     appropriate fasteners.

SKIRT INSTALLATION

1.  Choose the position of the
     skirt join and place the clipped
     magnet on the bottom rail,
     below the fixed magnets on
     the right hand side.  Place
     the second clipped magnet on 
     the opposite side of the bath
     to the first.

2.  Bring the recessed end of the
     skirt toward the bath so the
     top lip fits tightly under the
     bath rim but above the bath
     frame.

3.  The edge should be located
     close to but not over the
     second magnet.

4.  Work around the bath in a
     clockwise direction, pushing
     the skirt to the bath.  Ensure
     that the top lip remains at the
     correct height.

5.  Leave the end slightly open,
     checking to ensure the
     clipped magnet will line up to
     the steel square on the skirt.

6.  Push the join to the bath and
     continue working in a
     clockwise direction, ensuring 
     the lip height remains correct.

7.  Push the join to the bath and
     continue working in a 
     clockwise direction, ensuring
     the lip height remains correct.

8.  Continue to the end of the
     second half of the skirt.

9.  Push the end against the bath
      and inspect the skirt to see if 
      it is sitting correctly the whole 
      way around.


